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FEASIBILITY STUDY
AND
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
STRIPED BASS FISH HATCHERY
HUDSON RIVER, NEW YORK
FOR
CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

P ROJ E(T AUTH OR IZAT ION

This Study was authorized by Purchase Order Number 4-05093 issued by
Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc. on April 12, 1974. Also author
ized by that, Purchase Order was the performance of "applied research on.
stri .ped bass propagation" which has been accomplished utilizing personnel
and facilities of Southern Illinois University. A summary of this research
is included herein.

PUR POSE,

The. purpose of-this Study is to determine the feasibility of an intensive
rearing facility for striped bass, Morone saxatilis.

S CO PI.

In order to achieve the foregoing purpose, it has been necessary to develop
the design to a point where the bases are established for the preparation of
detailed plans and specifications for construction. This Study presents
information and data pertinent to the proposed rearing facility. Included
in this report is a description of the project; a research summary; a discus-.
Sion of applicable fish culture techniques; an analysis of alternative siting
potentials; the design criteria, outline specifications, and preliminary plans
for the proposed facility; cost estimates; a design and construction schedule,
including an identification of additional investigative needs and project
operation and maintenanc6 factors.

P~ROJECT DESCRIPTION SUMMARY
Type Of Hatchery

Research indicates the technical feasibility of rearing striped bass inten
sively in sheltered tanks and ponds, much as the salmonid species are currently
being reared.. A cost analysis indicates the economic advantage; both in'

capital and operating costs, for this method of rearing contrasted to
extensive rearing in open ponds. Accordingly,.the design concept proposed
is for such an intensive facility.
Siting
Conpsideration is given to three potential sites for locating the hatchery:
1.

Verplanck Site:
41.

on the east bank of the Hudson 1River at River Mile

The preferred site, studied in detail.

2.

Indian Point Site: On the east bank of the Hudson River at River Mile
42. An alternative site, studied in general.

3.

Cornwall Site: On the west bank of the Hudson River at River Mile 54.
An alternative site, studied in general.

Water Supply
Spring-fed quarry water is available at Verplanck and will serve as the prin
cipal supply with minimal pre-treatment. 'During incubation, this supply will
be blended with domestic water supplied by the Montrose Water Improvement
District in order to reduce sulphate concentrations originating in the quarry.
H1udson River water, requiring extensive pre-treatment, appears to be the only
feasible source for use at either the Indian Point site or the Cornwall site.
In order to save water, and minimize pre-treatment and heating costs, a water
recycle system is proposed at each site.,
H atchery
The rearing capability of the hatchery proposed is independent of the site
and water source. It is sized to produce 1,500,000 fingerlings weighing 40
per pound, which is considered optimum size for planting in the Hudson River..
The proposed facility may be expanded or contracted to provide greater or
lesser. production.
Hatchery water 'demand peaks at nearly 700 gpm. This provides makeup in the
amount of ten percent of the recycled production flow through the rearing
facilities. An amount equivalent to the demand is wasted to the Hudson River
via brood stock components.
The proposed hatchery is totally enclosed and includes incubation assembli"es;
rearing tanks; rearing ponds; a split water recycle 'System including bib
fi 'lters, clearwells, pumps,- aerators, and elevated storage; food storage;
brine shrimp hatching facilities; operational accommodations including an
office, a laboratory, a lunch room with lockers, a shower room, a work
shop, equipment storage, a mechanical room, and, an electrical room; a visitors'
area with public restrooms; and the intake supply pumps and supply water pre
treatment equipment. Exterior to the hatchery are brood stock raceways, a
wastewater clarifier and an aerobic. sludge digester.

costs
The capital cost .of the minimum facility described herein at the Verplanck
-sitc is estimated to be $4,150,000. Annual operational.-and maintenance
costs are-estimated to be $882,000. Energy consumnption estimates are. 3500 mwh
of electricity and 3600 gallon's of gasoline per year.

Fuirther research-on the artificial propagation of striped bass by intensive
methods is needed, and is contemplated to be accomplished during 11975. This
research may lead to improvements in rearing components and feeding techniques.
Additional quantitative and qualitative testing of the.Verplanck quarry water
supply is needed. These analyses may lead to modifications in the water supply
and pre-treatment components.
Prior to final.-design, more current topographic mapping and soils investiga
tions at the site should be authorized.
Drawings
Vicinity and location maps are shown on Drawing Sheet
hatchery at the three prospective locations are shown
site-specific facility map is shown for the Verplanck
diagram is shown on Sheet 4. 'Generalized details are
sheets.

1. Maps siting the
on Sheet 2. A more
site on Sheet 3. A flow
provided on subsequent

FISH CULTURE

CULTURE MIETH OD)S

Among fisheries biologists therc are differing opinions regarding the re la
tive merits of intensive and extensive rearing of striped bass. Th is study
r'ecommenic~ds an intensive system.
While thle ultimate choice must be made on a cost basis, the principal cost
effective factor is control. Extensive rearing involves operations subject
The
to whims of nature, and control of the habitat cannot be maintained.
occurrence of phytoplankton blooms is an example of a'hazard in this type of
rearing.- Extensive rearing of striped bass, subject to such natural phenomena,
has resulted in recovery rates for Hughes (1) ranging* from 0.1 percent *to
1.00percent. -Harper and Jarman (2) report ranges in one year between 2.99
percent and 9.55 percent from different ponds-. The, difficulty, in sizing a
facility to provide a given production figure with reasonable assurance of
realization is evident.
A cost comparison between comparable intensive and extensive rearing facili
ties aippropr-iate to the Hudson River Basin is provided later in this study.
This comparison indicates significant capital and operational cost savings
with an intensive hatchery.

RFSFARCH SUMMARY

tnder the sponsorship of Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., UMA
Fngineering Pacific, -Inc., is conducting a broad research program to deter
mine the feasibility of the artificial propagation of striped bass by mieans
of intensive rearing. Results to date indicate that the critical rearing
arecas are in the periods of egg and fry incuibation and the first feeding
Once the fish reachi approximately one inch in
stages of the fingerlings.
length, they adapt easily to present .salmonid method's of intensive culture.
The 1975 experiments are proposed to be continued at Southern Illinois-Univer
sity to determline the most effective methods of early rearing of striped bass..
PrIeliminary exl .erimentation conducted in 1974 has defined the problem area
The 1975
indicated methods of circumventing the difficulties encountered.
and1(
rear
early
the
for
methods
practical
develop.
experimentat ion will define and
should
results
These
methods.
culture
intensive
under
bass
ing of striped
he incorporated in the final design of the rearing facility.

1974. Private COMMUnicatictn.
(1) Hughes, J.S.
Harper, J.L. and R. Jarman. 1971. Investigation of striped bass,
(2)
Morone saxatilis (Walbaum) culture in Oklahoma. Proc. An. Conf.
501-512
Sout;ihea'st Assn. Game Fish Comm. (25):

B IOLO I CAL. DELSIGN (CRITEiRIA

Thew IiologicaI criteria used to design an intensive rearing hatchery were
decveloped from the-known requirements of striped bass (3)(4)(5)(6) (7) and,
where -such requirements have not been determined, by applying the require
Merits of salmonid species, as established from intensive rearing experimen
t;ition and practice. The limited work in striped bass propagation suggests
that fingerling striped bass are more similar to salmonids in their responses
to intefisive artificial propagation than to other species reared.
Accordingly,
thle water quantities and space requirements of the salmonid species,
partic.u
larly chinook and coho salmon, have been applied.
Because optimum growth temperatures for striped bass are higher than those
for salmonids (8), we have increased the water requirements as defined by
Butrrows (9) to correspond with the reduced oxygen carrying capacity of
the
warmer water.
The application of salmonid criteria to striped bass propagation is especially
valid onice the fish have reached one inch in length (450/ib). In smaller
bass,
thle anticipated mortality rates are so high and so variable as to make stocking
needs difficult to predict. It is anticipated that the tanks with high survi
vaJls will have to be thinned into those with lower survivals in order to
(slual ize the loadings.
Anticipajted mortalities during the several stages of development were derived
from average losses experienced in the extensive rearing of striped bass and
aire estimated as follows:
Egg mortality
Loss to one inch fingerlings
Loss to four inch fingerlings

50%
35%
5%

Total loss to four inch fingerlings

90%

It is expected that intensive rearing methods will materially reduce losses
enFcounitered during the first feeding stage.
If such is the case the egg
tazke requirements may be considerably reduced as may be the number of hatching.
Jajrs and starter tanks required.

(3) Bayless, J.D. 1972. Artificial propagation and hybridization of striped
bass, Morone saxatilis (Walbaum). S. Carolina Wildl. and Marine Res. Div. 135p.
(4i
Hlumphries, E.T., *and K.B. Cumming. 1973.;, An evaluation of striped bass
fingerling culture. Trans. Amer. Fish. Soc. 102(l):13-20.
(5) Martin, R.G. 1971. Raceway rearing. In Items for Fishery Scientists from
the Sport Fishery Institute, Sept. 1971.
(0) Ray, Robert H., and L.J. Wirtanen. 1970. Striped bass, Morone
saxatilia
(Walbaum). 1969 report on the development of essential requirements for
production. Bur. Sport Fish. and Wildl., Div. of Fish Hatcheries. 46p.
(7) Stevens, R.E. 1964. A final report on the use of hormones to ovulate
striped bass, Roccus saxatilis (Walbaui). Proc. An. Conf. Southeast Assn.
Game Fish Comm. (18):_525 - 538.
(8) Hughes, J.S.
1974. Private communication.
(9) Burrows, Roger E. 1972. Salmonid husbandry techniques, Chap. 8 Fish
Nutrition, pp 375-401,' Academic Press, New York.

[ile program to augment t he striped bass population in the Hudson River, callIs
[or release of- 1,500,000, four-inch fingerlings.
The size of the hatchery,
and its; hatching and rearing components, is based on this number and the

Fo re)'() ng mo rtal ity modifiers.
Tilie design of. tile hatchery is flexible enough to incorporate any changes
wiich ma y he indicated by the 1975 experimental program results. Only minor
chianges arc anticipated.
Hlatchecry final design, construction and operations should be developed in
coordination with the New York Department of Environmental Conservation, Div
ision of Fish and Wildlife and the United States Department of the Interior,
Fish and Wildlife Service together with the United States Department of
C:ommnerce, National Marine Fisheries Service. The design engineer should be
aJUthorized to establish appropriate dialogues with these agencies.

COLLECTION OF BROOD FISH
Adult striped bass will be collected from the Hudson River estuary. The live
gravid females and mature males will be transported by boat in a tank equipped
with water circulation, to the brood stock raceways for stripping and either.
retention or return to the Hudson River
Facilities could be included in the design for the rearing of a striped bass
b~rood stock. A striped bass brood stock would eliminate dependency on the
Hudson River for an egg supply and would permit some selection for fast growth
and high survivals in offspring. On the other hand, it would entail continu
ouPS, y ear-around, operations of the rearing facilities and the provision of
at least three one-third acre ponds for the retention of brood stock recruits.
Survival success with the brood stock, itself, is doubtful, and the capital
and operating costs are deemed to be not j-ustified for such facilities.

SPAWN ING

Stripping of the eggs from the. mature females will be facilitated by the use
of pituitary injection. Eggs will be taken from the live females, artifically
inseminated, and placed in McDonald jars in the hatchery. Spawn taking will
occ ur adjacent to the brood stock raceways.

I NCI JBAl' [ON
Egswill be incubated in McDonald hatching jars which will be held in racks
over thle six foot circular tanks. As larvae hatch'they will overflow the
Jars into the tanks-where they will be fed and reared until one inch in
length. .Jars will be stocked at approximately 100,000 eggs per jar and two
Jars will supply each tank. Flow-through water for incubation will be
provided with pretreatment.

RF AR ING
Until the fish are one inch in length, rearing will be accomplished in the
six-foot circular tanks. The first-feeding fish will be fed brine shrimp or
dry feed or a combination of both by means of automatic feeders throughout
each 24 hour period. Water to the tanks will be recycled and temperature
control led.
After the fish reach one inch in length, they will be handled much like
salmon and trout. The six foot tanks will be thinned and the surplus fish
removed to 25 foot circular ponds. All fish above one inch in length will be
fed dry feeds by means of automatic feeders. Grading will be accomplished As
necessary to reduce cannibalism. All fish handling will be done by means of
fish pumps and hoses to reduce netting to a minimum. Water to the tanks and
ponds will be recycled, reconditioned,,and temperature controlled.
FEEDING
All feeding will be accomplished by mechanical feeders in which the amount
fed and the frequency of feeding will be automatically controlled by a timer.
'l'he brin.e shrimp feeders will have an air supply so that the larvae in the
reservoir will remain alive until fed. Distribution-of the feed throughout
the pond or tank will be accomplished by the water circulation maintained in
the container by the water supply. A brine shrimp hatchery will be provided
to supply living food of a size compatible with the size fish being fed. The
size of the dry feed particles will be varied to meet the requirements of the
fish fed. This dry feed will be a high quality, well balanced, vitamin supple
mented diet similar to that used for salmon rearing.

FISH RELEASE

Releases of four-inch striped bass can be made at the6 hatchery site. Records
indicate that few fish of this size are impinged on the power plant intake
screens,. If releases are made at periods of favorable tidal current, few if
any fingerlings should be in the vicinity of the intakes before dispersal.
If releases of fish of smaller size are contemplated, planting by boat may
be desirable. Under such circumstances, with but slight alteration, the
tank used for the transportation of the adults could be. used for fingerling
planting.

F"ISH HIATCH-ERY FEATURES
Brood Stock Development
In order to begin the propagation cycle, mature wild adults, ready to spawn,
must he captured. To accomplish this, a boat will be required, outfitted
with trammel nets and holding tanks. The boat will need moorage and auxil
iary faci lities, such As fuel. Space for winter boat storage is provided
;...
in the hatchery building.

D~ual raceways me .asuring six by forty feet are provided to hold adults ready
to spawn. 'Since live spawning will be employed, no special facilities, save
a platform, are required for collection and fertilization of eggs. Details
of the brood stock raceways are shown on Drawing Sheet 5.
Outline Specifications, Brood Stock Collection Equipment.
Boat: thirty foot
fiberglass power boat with trailers, two baffled, covered fiberglass fish
tanks, circulating pump, inboard motor (clear stern),"trammel nets, power
gurdy, forward controls,.adequate work space. Tanks to be 500 gallon, Edo,.
Model No. 8305-5, or equal. Dock (Indian Point Site requirement only, since
,other sites have docks): a 10 x 60 foot pier of timber construction on wood
piles. All wood to be pressure tr.eated. Low water access ladder will be
Provided. All hardware of galvanized steel.
Outline'Specifications, Brood Stock Raceways. Two reinforced concrete rectan
gular raceways, each with a six foot by forty foot holding area and an average
water depth of 34 inches., Each raceway to be equipped with stop log weirs at
the inlet and outlet, upstream and downstream screens and one overflow stand
pipe.
Incubation
Fertilized eggs will be placed-in hatching jars at the rate of approximately.
100,000 eggs per jar and each jar shall be supplied with one-third gallon per
minute of water at*63 degrees F.
Hatching jars are to be mounted on racks hung on the outsides of the rearing
tanks. By means of an extension to the overflow standpipe in the rearing
tanks, the water level therein will be raised to an elevation three inches
below the water level in the incubation jars.. This will permit hatched larvae
to swim, or fall, from the incubation jars into the rearing tanks.
Two hatching jars will be used per tank, and an initial stock of 150 hatching
jars will be provided.
The water supply to the incubation jars will be a 50 -.50 mixture of dechlor
inated domestic water and filtered, sterilized quarry water. During incubation
the total flow of water will be passed through the recycle system before being
wasted to-the Hudson River via adult holding facilities. This will initiate
biological development in the biofilters.
Details of the incubation assemblies are shown on Drawing Sheet 13.
Outline Specifications, Hatching Jars. One-eighth inch thick clear acrylic
plastic, 20.inches high with an outside diameter of 6 inches, a round bottom,
and an integral overflow spout. They will have a center standpipe of the
same material, 3/4 inch inside diameter, supported 3/8 inch above the jar
bottom. Water supply tube will extend inside standpipe to at least one inch
from the bottom of the standpipe.

Outline Specifications, Incubation Assembly Racks.
The hatching jars and
their water supply equipment will be supported and protected by aluminumi
boxes mounted on the sides of the rearing tanks.
Rearing
Eighty- four, six-foot diameter rearing tanks are provided to raise the larvae
to one inch in length. At that point the fry will be divided and the majority
distributed among the twenty, 25-foot diameter rearing ponds.
Piping to the tanks is sized to deliver fifteen gallons per minute and piping
to the ponds is sized to'deliver 280 gallons per minute. The water supply
inlet. is adjustable from parallel to vertical to the water surface in the
tanks and ponds so as to impart a full range of tangential velocity and circu
lating motion in the tanks or ponds. Temperature of the water supply is.
adjustable to a maximum of 80 degrees F.
Since fine screening will be required at tank outlets during early rearing
stages, compressed air will be introduced at the bottom of the screens to
sweep deposits free.
[he water'supply for rearing is recirculated water with a ten percent makeup
and discharge. This water passes through biofilters for sedimentation,
filtration and nitrogen removal, thence through aspirator aerators, prior to
being reused in the rearing tanks or ponds.
A por .table, two-compartment, sorting/marking trough unit will be provided.
It can be supplied from hatching jar hose bibbs and a flexible drain line
can be led to floor drain troughs.
Details of rearing tanks are shown on Drawing Sheet 13..
ponds are shown on Sheet 14.

Details of rearing

O.utline Specifications, Rearing Tanks.* Six foot diameter fiberglass tanks
with a water depth of 36 inches, side wall height of 48 inches, flat bottom,
and a removable center discharge standpipe surrounded by a removable screen
of perforated aluiinum,'squ.Iare in plan, with base recessed into the tank
bottom.
Outline Specifications, Rearing Ponds. The circular ponds shall be twenty
five feet in diameter with a water depth of .36 inches and a side wall height
of 48 inches, constructed of concrete. Each pond to be provided with a
single pipe valved inlet and two outlets with removable plastic standpipes
surrounded by a single protective aluminum screen cage, square in plan.
Access to standpipes is provided by aluminum grating cat-walk' on aluminum
supports. The normal overflow outlet leads to recycle biofilters and the
drain outlet leads to the clarifier.
Outline Specifications, Troughs. Two, Heath Model.No. 269, 96 inch by 22
inch troughs ganged together on a common steel frame base with casters.

Brine shrimp is proposed as a starter feed for the larvae and fry. A brine
shrimp cgg storage and hatching room is provided to culture this food.
Abernathy starter mash and pellets of varying size are also proposed. A
storage room capable of holding 44,000 pounds of dry feed in sacks on pallets
is provided.
Brine shrimp and dry feed are to be rationed to *the tanks and ponds through
similar, but, distinctive automatic feeders, Ielectrically controlled through
adjustable duration and frequency timers.
Eggs of brine shrimp (Artemia) de
Outline Specifications, Brine Shrimp.
(See FOOD STORAGE AND
watered and vacuum packed in sealed containers.
DEVELOPMENT,. Page 31 for hatching equipment.).
Conical liquid food fry-feeders,
Outline_ Specifications, Brine Shrimp Feeders.
"Neilsen" Model No. 5-1201L or equal, each with a storage capacity of one gal
lon per hopper. Feeders to be mounted on rims of tanks and controlled by
automatic feed interval and duration timers in nine schedules. Feeders to be
supplied with.1/8 inch clear acrylic plastic air hose.
Outline Specifications Dry Feed. A diet consisting 'of a combination of dry
meals and oil fortified with a vitamin mixture and containing 45,percent pro
tein, at least 2/3 fish protein, not more than 28 percent carbohydrate,,not
less than 10 percent lipid, not more than 8.5 percent water and containing not
less than 1450 calories per pound.
Outline Specifications, Dry Feeders. Tank: conical dry food fry-feeders,
"Neilsen" Model No. 5-1204 or equal, each with a storage capacity of five
pounds of feed per hopper. Feeders to be mounted on rims of tanks and con
trolled by automatic feed interval and duration timers in nine schedules.
P1ond:. Rectangular hopper pond-type fish feeders, "Neilsen" Model 5-0101 or
equal, without flinger, each with a storage capacity of 50 pounds, of feed.
Feeders to be .supported from the concrete walls of the rearing ponds and oper
ated automatically through an adjustable feeding cycle. Feeder controls to be
mounted on a common panel w ith a separate schedule for each pond.
Handling
The tanks specified above for use on the boat are portable and can be placed
on the bed of a light truck to move fish on land. A fish pump and grader also
will be required. For general transport within the hatchery building,.a small
fork. lift truck will provide additional versatility.
Outline Specifications, Fish Pump and Grader. Neilsen Model 5-1516 with
trailer, separator tower, pickup box, grader box, and hoses, but with Model
5-1503 fish pump.
Outline Specification, Light Truck.
standard equipment.
Outline Specification,

1.5 ton, flat bed', standard transmission,

Fork Lift Truck.

Hyster electric, Model No. E3OA.

PHYSICAL CRITERIA

CODES, ORDINANCES AND APPROVALS
Construction of the hatchery shall conform to the following codes and
ordinances:
1.

New York.State Building Construction Code applicable to General
Building Construction Dated July 1, 1972.

2.

New York State Building Construction Code applicable to Plumbing
dated January 1, 1973.

3.

National Electric Code, 1975 Edition, NFPA No. 70-1975.

4.

Town of Cortlandt Zoning Ordinance dated July 1973 for the Verplanck
Site. This site is zoned M-D: Designed Industrial District for which
approval is required prior to construction. Compliance With Village
of Buchanan Zoning Ordinance would be required for the Indian Point
site, and with the Village of Cornwall Zoning Ordinance for that site.

S.

Additionally, for construction along the banks of the Hudson River, prior
approval is required of the Hudson River Valley Commission, New York State
Department of Parks and Recreation, South Mall, Albany, New York 12223.

6.

Authority to discharge used water into the Hudson River must be obtained
from the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, Div
ision of Pure Waters, 50 Wolf Road, Albany, New York 12201.

7.

Authority to plant fingerlings in the waters of the State must be
obtained from the New York State Department of Environmental Conserva
tion, Division of Fish and Wildlife, same address.

SITE INFORMATION
General
Criteria of significance in siting a fish hatchery are, in order of importance:
1.

Water supply.

2.

Land availability.

3.

Proximity to brood fish supply and planting areas.

4.

Topography.

S.

Accessibility.

6.

Soils.

7.

Surface and subsurface obstructions.

1Prel1 1iminary reconnaiLssance of maps of, the area along the Hudson River in
the State, of Now York in the vicinity of natural spawning grounds indicated
nutmerous lakes and streams which could conceivably be developed as fish
Land availability and accessibility ruled out many of these.
hatchery sites.
Inquiries were made regarding ground water development but reports indicated
that prospective flows would be small.
Land holdings of Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc. were given
The Verplanck site offers avail.
special study because of land availability.
able land and a substantial supply of water in a spring-fed quarry.
Land is also available at Indian Point and at Cornwall. For both of these
sites, the Hudson River .would provide the only large source of water, and
extensive pre-treatment will be required.
All three sites technically meet all of the foregoing criteria, but the
Verplanck site has an apparent economic advantage over the other two.
Verplanck Site
The Verplanck Hatchery is proposed to be located on a narrow strip of l1and
separating the Verplanck Point Quarry and the east bank of the Hudson River.
The site is part of the original land holdings of the Martin Marietta Corpora
tion acquired by Consolidated Edison in contemplation of building Nuclear
Plant No. 4. Consequently, no further land acquisition is necessary for the
hatchery facilities.
Geology:. The Verplanck Point Quarry is situated on the contact between the
older Cambro-Oclovician Inwood formation to the west and its newer conformit
able formation, the Manhattan, on the east.
The Inwood formation is principally a dolomitic marble and is named after the
type exposure in the Inwood Section of the northeastern tip of Manhattan
Island. The Inwood marble is frequently found interlayered with the upper
part of the older Fordham gneiss and also with the lower part of the
Manhattan formation. Unlike the.Fordham gneiss and the Manhattan schist,
the Inwood marble is a non-foliated rock. However, the alignment of minor
mineral constituents in bands, and changes in the degree of crystallinity
impart pseudo-foliated character to this formation of many outcrops.
Surgary appearing, medium to coarse grained and white to blue-grey on a
fresh surface, the marble is frequently stained rusty brown where weathered.
Calcium and magnesium carbonate (dolomite) is a chemical compound that is
comparatively unstable when exposed to the moisture of a carbon dioxide
enriched atmosphere. Fresh exposures of this rock are quite durable and
coherent, but when exposed to the atmospheric elements for any appreciable
time, it becomes quite friable and disintegrates readily into individual
calcite grains which resemble ordinary sand in general appearance (10).

(10) Schuberth, Christopher J. 1968. Geology of New York City and Environs,
the Natural History Press, Garden City, New York.

Soils: Generally the soils are comprised of the aforementioned calcite.
sands mixed with Hudson River flood plain sediments. However, a complete
so ,ils analysis has not been-made, and is recommended before final construc
tion calculations are made.
Indian Point Site
The proposed location for the Indian Point hatchery is in a plain on the
south side of the Lents Cove access road. Within the total Indian Point site,
this area offered the move favorable topography.
Geology and Soils: Lying only a mile north of the Verplanck site, the
geological and soils characteristics should be comparable.
Cornwall Site
Surplus excavation disposal for the Corn~iall Pumped Storage Project will be
resolved by filling an area along the west bank of the Hudson River north of
the Cornwall Yacht Club. This "built" land will be converted into a public
recreational area. A fish hatchery is most compatible with this use.
The proposed hatchery site is centrally located in the recreation area and
close to the south west property line. This minimizes construction on fill
and provides screening from the river.
Geology and Soils: The fill area consists of deep Hudson River bottom clays.
The fill material will be excavated rock placed to depths of more than thirty
feet. Consolidation of the total fill can be expected, and construction on
this site will have to accommodate such consolidation.
Subject to detailed soils investigations, structural design should endeavor
to permit uniform settlement but avoid differential settlement. Preconsolida
tion of the 'site may prove to be the most economical solution, but this will
Involve a construction time-lag. Preliminary design is based upon building
the fill to finished grade, adding fifteen feet of surcharge, and providing.
a year for consolidation followed by removal of the surcharge.
Outline Specifications, Verplanck Site Work
Soils Investigations: Soils investigations should be: performed to confirm
assumptions indicated under Structural Design, hereinafter.
Clearing: Clearing will include the relocation an existing wood frame
hatchery building. Clearing of natural growth will be limited to grass and
brush.
Earthwork: Earthwork will include general site grading; structural, roadway
To minimize t Ihe
and treTnch excavation and backfill; and finish grading.
visual impact of the hatchery building from the river, a low berm will be
constructed to the riverward site of the building. Construction of this berm
requires the relocation of the existing hatchery building.

I)rainage: Site drai nage will be accomplished b.y proper site grading and.
the utilization of ditches and culverts to divert surface run-off to the
river.
Site utilities are covered under subsequent sections herein.
Paving: Paving and surfacing is limited to roadways,i parking areas and walk
ways. Roadways and parking areas to be of asphalt concrete surfacing over
crushed rock base. Traffic and parking lines to be either plastic strips or
paint. Precast concrete wheel stops dowelled to paving to be provided in
parking area.
Walkways to be paved with either asphaltic or portland cement concrete.
Landscaping: -Landscaping to be in accordance with detailed plan to be devel-.
oped utilizing grasses, shrubs and trees indiginous to area..
Fencing: Chain-link fencing with gate to be provided around brood stock race
ways and selective breeding ponds.
Drawings
Site work is indicated on Drawing Sheets 2, 3 and 6.

WATER SUPPLY
General
Three sources of water are considered for potential 'utilization: Hudson
River, Verplanck Quarry, and Montrose Water Improvement District-potable
supply. .Other sources have been investigated and rejected.
Iroquois Lake at Indian Point is only two acres in size and its capacity
would be taxed without a substantial inflow. Its water quality is unknown.
Hazen and Sawyer (11') made extensive ground water investigations for the
Village of Cornwall in 1963 and 1964 And found only one well in the area
capable of producing 1000 gpm. This well is now being used by the Village.
Water quality of the three sources being considered is indicated by the
following laboratory analysis results.

(11) Reports to Village of Cornwall, New York by Hazen and Sawyer, Engineers,
New York:
Exploratory and Test Well Program, May - December, 1963.
Ground Water Potential of Test Well Site No. 14, November 8, 1963.
Recommended Program of Water Supply improvements, January 6, 1964.
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Total Dissolved Solids (mg/i)
Total Suspended Solids (mg/i)
Volatile Solids (mg/i)

2.4

22.0

76.0

56.6

Free CO2 (mg/i)

4.0
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39.
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Chlorides (mg/i)
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Sodium Chloride (mg/i)
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0.4

2.46

5.08

1.

Suspended 'Silica (Mg/i .- Sio2 )
Ammonia Nitrogen (mg/i-N)

0.32

0.46

0.019

0.094

Nitrite Nitrogen'(mg/i-N)
Nitrate Nitrogen (mg/i-N)

0.002

0.008

0.07

0.76

0.12

0.40

0.050

0.031

Condensed Phosphate (mg/1-P)
Organic Phosphate (mg/l-P)

0.000

0.002

0.004

0.016

Total Phosphate (mg/i-P)

0.054

0.048

Iron (mg/i)
Total Silica (mg/i

-

i02

Total Kjeidahl Nitrogen
Orthophosphate (mg/i-P)

(mg/i-N)

Sampling,' for the River and Quarry analyses was taken and analyzed by Texas
Instruments, Inc., from the shallow water intakes being utilized in their
experimental work at Verplanck. Analyses are dated 28 February- 1974. The
Potab'le analysis is that of a sample taken at the Indian Point Nuclear
Station about the same time and represents the supply ,of the Montrose Water
Improvement District which comes from the New York City Catskill Aquaduct.
Discussions with water chemists of Texas Instruments, -Inc. brought forth the
information that the Quarry water temperature is in the range of 63 degrees F
during the rearin g season.
Of concern to fish culturists is the chlorine content in thePotable supply,
the sulphate content of the Quarry supply, the solids and turbidity of the
River supply, and the potential for disease organisms in both the Quarry and
'River supplies.
The hardness and alkalinity concentrations of the Quarry supply are high rela
tive to domestic water supplies, but levels of such magnitude are not consid
ered to be a matter of concern for fish culture purposes in this project. The
characteristic stability of ground water negates the variability problem
reported by Davies (12), and 'study of the foregoing chemical analyses'shows
hardness to constitute only about 20 percent of the, total. dissolved solids.
Final design of the hatchery should endeavor to avoid excessive salinity in
the River water supply by locating intakes at proper elevations.
The use of Hudson River water at the Cornwall site involves two additional
complicating factors not identified by the foregoing analyses. Studies by
Texas Instruments, Inc. for Consolidated Edison Company have shown that sig
nificant concentrations of zinc are found in the bottom sediments near the
Yacht Club, downstream from the proposed hatchery site. These same studies
also indicated no measureable amount of zinc in the water. Accordingly, no
hazard would be expected from the zinc deposition unless the sediments were
somehow disturbed and suspended coincidently with a strong upstream tidal
flow.
The Town of Cornwall sewage treatment plant discharges into Moodna Creek
which, in turn, discharges into the Hudson River one-hilf mile upstream from
the proposed hatchery site. Dilution of the comparatively small wastewater
flow into the Hudson River should minimize hazards from this source, but the
location of intake(s) should. be determined on the basis of, a clear under
standing of currents and eddys to avoid the drawing of undiluted wastewater.
The principal wastewater constituents of concern are chlorine residual and
ammonia. The detention in the water pre-treatment'unit may reduce the chlo
rine residual to acceptable levels. Otherwise, activated carbon filtrafion
may be required. If the ammonia concentration is found to be between 0.3
and 1.0 mg/l, the water supply could be introduced into the biofilters of
the proposed recycle system. If a higher concentration is found, additional
biological filtration will be required.

(12) Davies, W.D. 1970. The effect of temperature, pH and total dissolved
solids on the survival of immature striped bass, Morone saxatilis
(Walbaum). Ph.D. thesis.,,N.C. State U. 100 p.

If the Cornwall site is selected for the hatchery, an extensive sampling and
analys-is program of Hudson River water should be completed prior to establish
ing the intake location.. This program should extend over a year and seek to
determine the loca .tion(s.) of minimum contaminents in-terms of both area and
depth. The magnitude of such minima will then constitute the basis for final
design of the pre-treatment facilities.
Verplanck Site
T'he primary water supply will be from the spring-fed quarry which covers 32
acres and is flooded to depths of 176 feet. Three 10 inch inlet pipes will
draw water'from 10 foot, 30 foot and 60 foot depths. These lines will run
into the hatchery pump room where the primary supply pumps can draw from
desirable depths. As the quarry becomes stratified during warm weather the
water quality will change and this configuration will allow drawing from the
most desirable depth as the water quality changes.
Hughes indicates that maximum sulphate limits for striped bass are 250 mg/l
for hatching and 500 mg/l for fry (13) (14). These criteria tend to substan
tiate the success of Texas Instruments, Inc., in utilizing the Quarry supply
for their experiments. As a safeguardagainst high sulphates in the early
rearing stages, it is-proposed to utilize the Potable supply to mix with the
Quarry supply during incubation and reduce the sulphate concentration'propor
tion .ally. Dechlorination of the Potable supply will be by means of an acti
viate charcoal filter.
Additional treatment of the 'Quarry supply includes filtration, sterilization
and heating. Both the Quarry and Potable supplies will be aerated before
being introduced into the system.
Indian Point and Cornwall Sites
Because of the _River supply characteristics, more complete treatment is re
quired.' Chemical treatment utilizing alum and lime or polyelectrolytes is
proposed., Chemicals would be introduced in a flash mixer from which the
water would flow, sequentially, to a flocculation chamber, a sedimentation
tank and then through rapid sand filters. Supply pumps will permit a'three
fold flow variation, which will affect the loading rates of the several
components as follows:
Flash mix:
Flocculation:
Sedimentation:
Filtration:

20
30
2
3

to 60 second duration
to 90 minute duration
to 6 hour detention
to 1 gpm/sf

Sterilization, heating and aeration will follow the foregoing treatment.

(13) Hughes, J.S. 1968. Toxicity of some chemicals to striped bass (Roccus
saxatilis). Proc. An. Conf. Southeast Assn. Game Fish Comm. (22):
2 30-234.
(14) Hughes, J.S. 1974. Private communication.

Outline.Specifications, Verplanck Site (Quarry and Potable Supplies)
Pip ing: Supply.Piping to be.-cast iron, asbestos cement, both with cast iron
fittings,. or PVC with cast iron-or PVC fittings.
Pumps: Four 10 horsepower pumps rated at 230 gpm, li0;feet TDH, each And two
,1-1/2 horsepower pumps rated at 25 gpm, 110 feet TDH, will be provided as the'
primary supply pumps, and will pump through the pre-treatment facilities and.
primary aeration. Three of the 10 horsepower pumps will provide the primnary
makeup supply in varying quantities and the fourth will serve as standby. One
of the 1-1/2 horsepower pumps will provide for hatching jar supply while the
other will serve as a standby.
D-echlorinator: Dechlorinator for Potable supply to be dual units, 30 inch
diameter activated carbon filters rated at flows between 20 and 30 gpm CalFilco

VCP-5, or equal.
Filters: Filters for Quarry supply to be multiple unit cartridge type. with 25
micron stainless steel or polypropelene elements. Broughton 3000 C1O, or equal.
Ultra-violet -Sterilizer: Ultra-violet sterilizer to be a manifolded bank of
units with combined flow rating of not less than 700 gpm. Each unit to hav6
.stainless steel tank rated at not less than 100 psi working pressure with
flanged end for cleaning and servicing. Provide ultra-violet monitor with
audible alarm. Each unit will produce a radiation level of 30,000 microwatt
seconds per square centimeter at 2537 angstrom wave length at end of life.
Four each Aquafine CSL24, or equal.
Heat Exchanger:

See MECHANICAL SYSTEMS, Page .32.

Aeration: Aeration to be provided by aspirator type nozzles jetting water into
a five foot depth of water. Incubation supply to be independent of rearing
supply. Two incubation aspirators shall be provided, each a valved unit rated
at 25 gpm. Six rearing supply aspirators shall be provided, each valved and
rated at 115 gpm.
Outline Specifications, Indian Point and Cornwall Sites (River Supply)
Piping: Supply piping as above. Distribution piping within treatment complex
same, except delete asbestos cement and add black steel, Sch edule 40, with
welded or threaded joints and fittings.
Pumps: Four 5 horsepower pumps rated at 250 gpm, 35 feet TDH, three to serve
as prime supply with fourth as standby.
Flash Mixer: Flash mixer to be vertically mounted twin-bladed propeller-type
unit with 2 horsepower motor..
Chemical Feeders: Chemical feeders shall automatically feed, proportion And
mix the dry chemicals to' a slurry, Gaco DSF 110, or equal.
Flocculator: Flocculator to be chain-driven horizontally rotating redwood
paddles on steel shafts and f-rames with steel disc baffles at inlet and outlet,
Rex Floctrol, or equal. Flocculator to be dual units of three compartments,
varying in size, separated by wooden stop logs.

Sedime Intation.Basin: 'Sedimentation basin to be rectanguilar with non-skimming,
chain-driven conveyor-type sludge collector, Rex, Type MS, or equal.. Basin
to he subdivided longitudinally, have sludge hoppers at inlet end and overflow
weir at outlet end.
Filters: Filters to be rapid sand type with 21 inches of gravel graded from
2 inch to 1/8 inch and 24 inches of silica sand ranging from 0.4 to 1.0 mm,
each with a cast iron lateral underdrain system, fiberglass wash troughs, a
rate-of-flow controller, hydraulically operated valves, and an operating
console with rate-of-flow and head loss gages.
Clearwell:
Pumps:

Clearwell to be 30,000 gallon reservoir under filters.

Delivery pumps to be same as supply pumps for Verplanck site.

Backwash pump to be 1.0 horsepower rated at 1,200 gpm, 23 feet TDH.
Construc tion of pre-treatment structure to be reinforced concrete throughout,
utilizing common walls.
Ultra-violet sterilizer and heat exchanger to be same asffor Verplanck supply.
Aeration requirements are similar.
Drawings
Water supply and treatment details for the Verplanck site are indicated on
Drawing Sheets 3, 11 and 12. A sketch of the proposed River supply treatment
facility follows this page.

REUSE FACILITIES
General
Process water for fry and fingerling rearing will1 be reused. Since the water
supply facilities are sized at ten percent of the maximum hatchery demand, the
water will be recycled and reconditioned ten times for full benefit. of avail
able water. The flow system in the hatchery will be split into two separate
s.ystems as 'a safeguard against possible failure or the possibility of a crop
loss due to disease.
All waters wasted from the recycle system will receive aeration, prior to
waste, to upgrade waters discharged and to allow for its use outside the
hatchery in the- brood stock raceways And selective breeding ponds.
Process Flow
Water draining from the rearing tanks, ponds and sorting troughs is collected
and transported in an underdrain system to a pipe outlet which delivers the
water through a flow splitter manhole to biofilters where it is distributed
to the sedimentation compartments below the polystyrene filter media of
Under hydrostatic pressure, the water
each set of four upflow biofilters.
moves upward through the media where biological activity nitrifies ammonia
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and where some mechanical straining is effected. Structures are inter
related to maintain a free water surface in the bio filter at elevation,
14.00, and a weir in'the biofilter sidewall skims the overflow to drain-to.
a buried concrete clearwell. The clearwell water surface is at elevation
12.50 and a combined overflow and drain discharges to the river. The
hiofilter drain is pumiped to the process water waste treatment facilities.
The two identical halves of the recycle module are joined at the buried
concrete pump room of common wall construction with the two clearwells.
Contained in the pump room are two biofilter backwash pumps, duplicate
sets of seven recycle pumps and two biofilter blowdown pumps. The bio
filter backwash pumps-are interconnected by piping, but separated by a
valve, so that either may serve as a standby for the other.
In addition to the process pumps, a sump pump is'provided in the pump room
to collect and discharge sanitary wastes and drainage. See MECHANICAL
SYSTEMS, Plumbing.
The recycle pumps lift the water from the clearwells to a pair of elevated
concrete aeration basins constructed over the mechanical and electrical
rooms. Aeration is accomplished by passing the water through aspirators and
plunging it into the six foot deep basins having a water surface elevation
of 34.0. These basins will contain a 12 inch depth of crushed oyster -shell
to add trace elements to the water. Access to the aeration chambers is by
a steel ship's ladder.
The area under one nozzle in each aeration chamber is parti*tioned off to
direct the fl ow from these two nozzles to the supply inlet'chamber of the.
brood stock raceways.
From the aeration basins, the aerated water spills over weirs to two storage
compartments where the rearing pond water supply lines head. These compart
ments also contain overflow standpipes where surplus filtered and aerated
water is returned to the clearwell for wasting.
From the aeration basin overflow compartments water is delivered by gravity
overhead piping to the rearing ponds and rearing tanks. It is introduced
to each unit by means of valved adjustable elbow assemblies. Pond water
surface is to be set at elevation 17.0 and tank water surface is to be set
at elevation 18.17.
Used pond and tank water 'isconveyed to the underdrainage system to complete
the cycle. Alternatively,. pond and tank water can b6 drained to waste to the
clarifier. In the ponds this can be accomplished by simply lifting a stand
pipe. A group of tanks can be so drained by placing a gate in the floor
drain trough and opening a plugged bottom outlet upstream of the gate. Thus,
cleaning and chemical treatment wastes from ponds and tanks can be diverted
out of the recycle system to waste.
Routine pond cleaning is facilitated by catwalks to the center of the ponds.

,rhe cleaning process for the biofilters warrants a detailed discussion.
After a period of use, the biofilter will tend to become clogged with bio
logical growth, restricting the flow through the unit. This will be observed
by a dropping of the water level over the outlet weirs. At this time lack
washing 'should take place. The backwashing process is manually operated
and is accomplished by two procedures, depending on the degree of clogging.
Every several days, each biofilter will require a routine cleaning. This
will involve the closing of the inlet valve, and opening the waste water gate
valve of the unit to be cleaned to lower the water level in the unit approxi
mately four feet. This will free the polystyrene media for effective back
washing and will sluice out the accumulation of settled solids in the bottom
of the unit.
When the water level is lowered by four feet, the wastewater gate valve is
closed.' then the backwash supply gate valve is opened, the backwash pump is
started, and the backwash arm will be induced to rotate, sweeping the media
with a jet spray action. After a complete rotation of the backwash armi, the'
operation may be terminated by stopping the backwash pump and closing the
backwash supply gate valve. To put the system back into normal operation,
the valve at the biofilter inlet is opened.
Less frequently, a complete cleaning will be required. This procedure will
follow the above program, but more than one pass of the backwash unit across
the filter will be required. After completing the jet washing, the waste
water gate valve is again opened, and the unit completely drained. Toward
the end of the draining operation, the tank may be rinsed by reopening the
backwash supply valve and starting the backwash pump. When the unit is com
pletely clean and drained, pumps are stopped, valving is re-adjusted and the
unit is allowed to fill and resume normal operation.
Outline Specifications
Process Water Piping: Piping for process water to be cast iron, aluminum,
black steel, fiberglass, or PVC plastic, with asbestos cement acceptable
beyond structural limits. Cast iron pipe and fittings to be cement mortar
lined. Valves to be plastic, bronze or all iron gate, butterfly or ball.
Globe valves permitted only for special control valves. Butterfly or ball
valves to be provided for throttling service. Valves for biofilter opera
tion shall be hydraulic or electric motorized. Piping to be buried, gener
ally, but exposed where required for service, operation or connection.'
Rearing pond and tank recycle supplies to. be exposed overhead. Exposed
piping to be painted and color coded.
Biofilters: Eight (8) 24-foot diameter circular biofilters with side water
depth of 71-6"1 and maximum depth at 91-61', rated at a capacity of 2 gpm per
square foot of plan area. Construction of filters to be of steel shell attached
to poured-in-place concrete bottom. Clusters of biofilters to be exposed in
open, grating covered, reinforced concrete chambers below grade. Steel grat
ing with-handrail leads from side of biofilter structure to central octagonal

access well. Filters to be of upflow type with water passing through a
24 inch layer of 3/8 inch median diameter polystyrene beads supported on a
stainless steel wire mesh and restrained against uplift by perforated cor
rugated aluminum sheets. Structural steel members reinforce the mesh 'and
aluminum. The backwash system consists of a rotating arm with vertical
nozzles to jet-wash the media from the bottom. The arm is rotated by hori
zontal jets at each end of the arm. These impluse jets are supplied by a
separate pipe, physically connected to the rotating arm and hydraulically
connected to the same water supply by a valved tap in the side of the arm's
central tee. Speed of rotation can be adjusted by a regulating valve.
Used water is distributed to filters from rearing ponds and tanks and piped
to the individual biofilters. Filtered water outlet is a weir overf low at
perimeter. A valved central bottom waste line is provided to remove waste.
Head loss through filters can be observed by differential in water surface
elevations on either side of central access port.
Clearwells, Pump Room, and Aerators: Two (2) poured-in-place concrete clear
well tanks, 25 foot by 32 foot by 7 foot water depth, separated by an integral
38 x 25 foot pump room. The clearwells to store filtered water and provide a
backwash supply. Clearwells to have an overflow and a drain, each, as well
as a depressed trough for recycle pump suction fittings.
Divided aeration chambers'to be elevated above the pump room and each to
contain a 8'-0O" x 19'-0"1 aeration basin with six foot water depth including a
twelve inch layer of crushed oyster shell. Overhead piping headers to deliver
water to basin through aspirators rated at 125 gpm at 18 psi in header.
One end of each aeration basin to be provided with short wall topped by
screened weir. Aerated water to overflow from aeration basin into storage
compartment measuring 51-8"1 x 8'-0"1. Compartment to have overflow to waste
and drain to rearing pond and tanks.
Access to aeration area and to p ump room to be via steel ship's ladder.
Access to clearwell to be provided via manholes and ladder rungs formed into
concrete walls.
.Backwash Pumps: Two (2) horizontal, flexible coupled, end suction centrif
ugal pump rated at 370 gpm at 75 feet of-head requiring 10 horsepower.
Aerator Supply Pumps: Fourteen (14) horizontal, flexible coupled, end suc
tion centrifugal pumps, each rated at 65 feet of head. Four to have 250 gpm
capacity requiring 7.5 horsepower, four to have 500 gpm capacity requiring
15 horsepower, and six to have 1000 gpm capacity requiring 25 horsepower.
Seven pumps are to serve each half of the module with 750 gpm of standby
capacity for each half.
Biofilter Blowdown Pumps: Two (2) horizontal, flexible coupled non-clog
centrifugal pumps rated at 500 gpm at 10 feet of head, requiring three.
horsepower.
Process Water Overflows: Process water overflows from brood stock raceways,
clearwells, and aeration chambers are 'conveyed by underground piping to the
river.

Process Water Drains: Used water from rearing tanks and ponds is conveyed
by underground Piping to module biofilters. Other drains from filter purge
chambers, biofilters, clearwells, rearing ponds, tanks and raceways are
conveyed by underground piping to clarifier.
Drawings
Recycle pumps and piping are shown on Drawing Sheets 7, 8, 11 and 12.
filter details are shown on Sheet 15.

Bio

PROCESS WATER WASTE TREATMENT
EPA Criteria
The Environmental Protection Agency has publishe d for review and comment a
Draft Development Document for Proposed Effluent Limitations Guidelines and
New Source Performance Standards for the Fish Hatcheries and Farms, April,
1974. The proposed criteria would permit the discharge of given weights of
certain pollutants per unit weight of fish on hand per day. Certain limita
tions would be imposed by July 1, 1977, and other, more stringent .limitations
New sources would be expected to
would become effective -on July 1, 1983.
conform to the 1983 limitations when constructed. The standards also suggest
certain methods of achieving the prescribed limitations. Based on the
research and experience of IJMA, these methods are substantially valid.
The limitations set forth in this draft, applicable to the Hudson River
Hatchery are:
Parameter

kg/100 kg Fish On Hand/Day
Ave. Daily
Max. Daily

Maximum
Instantaneous

1977 LIMITATIONS
Suspended Solids
Settleable Solids

2.9

2.2
-0.2

-

ml/l

1983 LIMITATIONS
1.3
1.7
Suspended Solids
0.2 mg/l
0.1 ml/l
Settleable Solids
0.09
0.12
NH -N
3
Final standards were scheduled to be published in the Federal Register in
This has not yet
August or September to become effective in October 1974.
of EPA suggest
representatives
with
communications
taken place but informal
criteria.
universal
the
become
likely
that the 1977 limitations will
State of New York Criteria
While EPA does not address the subject of temperature, some state stream
standards required the chilling of hatchery wastewater prior to discharge to
a receiving stream. This hatchery will be capable of heating water to 80
degrees F and the discharge will be slightly below this temperature.

Since the State of New York defines a "thermal discharge" as being in
excess of 70 degrees F, the hatchery discharge will be subject to review.
However,' the specifically applicable State Stream Standards simply require
that the stream .(Hudson River) not be increased to 83 degrees F.' The
hatchery discharge will not raise the stream temperatu're to this level.
T[he State classifies the pertine nt reach of the Hudson River as "1SB"1. Limita
tions for this classification are placed on coliform (hatchery will not
discharge any), on dissolved oxygen (not less than 5.0 mg/l permitted at any
time - hatchery discharge will be higher), and toxic wastes and deleterious
substances (no measurable quantity will be discharged by hatchery).
'[bus, discharges from the proposed hatchery are expected to meet State
Standards.
Town of Cortlandt Zoning Ordinance Criteria
Section 88-20 A (2) permits: "Any use conducted entirely within a building,
consisting of the sale of goods, the providing of professional, personal or
commercial services, or the manufacture, fabrication, assembling or other
handling of products, the operations of which use are normally such that at
no time will such use cause or result in any:
(d) Pollution of any stream to any degree whatever."
Proposed Pollution Abatement Facilities
A system is proposed that will meet Federal and State criteria.
no discharge can meet the Town of Cortlandt criteria.

Literally,

The State requirements for temper ature, dissolved oxygen, coliform and toxic
wastes have been shown above to be inapplicable to the discharge from this
proposed hatchery. Inherent in the design of the water recycle system is,
compliance with the Federal standard on ammonia discharge.
The Federal
standard on solids discharge is the basis for design of the proposed pollu
tion abatement facilities.
It is proposed that all rearing tank, rearing pond, raceway, clearwell and
b iofilter cleaning wastes be led to a clarifier capable of providing a mini
mum of one hour detention on a batch basis, and provided with mechanical
sludge collection equipment and a manually activated sludge drawoff. The
sludge is proposed to be transferred to an aerobic digester for stabilization
and volume reduction.. Supernatant would be returned to the clarifier and the
digested sludge would be withdrawn periodically by a pumper tank truck for
disposal at a landfill or'sale as a fertilizer. The later operation would
be accomplished by a commercial enterprise on a contract basis.
Chemical sludges and backwash waste from the water treatment facilities pro
posed for Indian Point or Cornwall are proposed to be delivered to a sump
for further gravitational separation. Anticipated delivery concentrations
are expected to be:
Sedimentation chamber sludge
percent solids, and
Backwash waste - 0.01 percent solids.
-1.0

The stumlp is p~roposed to contain 15,000 gallons which is half the. projected
daily wastewater flow.
After settling in the sump, the liquid fraction is proposed to be decanted to
the waste water clarifier. The sludge fraction is proposed to be pumped to
a sludge concentrator and delivered to a truck for transport to landfill dis
posal on a contract basis. The liquid-fraction withdrawn in the concentrator
will also flow to the wastewater clarifier.
Drawings
The clarifier and aerobic digester are detailed on Drawing Sheet 16.
Outline Specifications
Clarifier:. Wastewater clar ifier shall be 35-foot diameter circular concrete
unit with eight foot side water depth and rotating mechanical sludge collec
tion, Lakeside Spiraflow, or equal.
Clarifier Sludge Pump: One (.1) vertical, flexible coupled, non-clog centrif
ugal pump rated at 75 gpm at 5 feet of head, requiring 0.5 horsepower.
Digester: Aerobic digester shall be a 60-foot by 30-foot rectangular concrete
tank with six foot side 'water depth and two 7.5 horsepower floating mechanical
aerators, Aqua-Jet, or equal.
Sludge Sump: Chemical waste sludge sump shall be an 8-foot by 32-foot rectan
gular concrete tank with 8 foot average side water depth and bottom sloping
to depressed sludge pump suction gutter.
Chemical Sludge Pump: One (1) 7 gpm diaphragm slurry pump operating against
10 feet TDH, air pressure driven, Dorr-Oliver ODS with 4 inch Type B in-line
ball check valve or equal.
Concentrator: Chemical sludge concentrator to be a mechanical dewatering
unit, Permutit DCG 100, or equal.

PROCESS WATER CONTROL, MEASUREMENT AND RECORDING
Flow Control
Except for the automatic energizing of standby pumps in the event of failure
of operating pumps, all pumps are manually started and stopped. With one
further exception, flow control in the system will be maintained by starting
or stopping pumps of various capacities. This exception involves the provi
sion of rate of flow controllers on the Potable supply and the Quarry supply
being delivered to incubation aeration. These controllers will insure the
delivery of exactly 25 gpm from each supply. In this manner, precise blend
ing of the two supplies with resulting sulphate concentration reduction
will be achieved in spite of potential variations in system pressures.

Sub ject to temperature adjustment requirements, the unheated Potable supply
will provide 50 percent of the incubation needs. The 25 gpm Quarry supply
pumnp will provide the balance and any or all of the Quarry supply may be
heated.
Operation of one of the brood stock raceways will require the activation
of one of the .230 gpm Quarry supply pumps. With either of the 25 gpm
incubation supplies, the 250 gpm raceway demand will be met. 250 gpm will
also serve all rearing tanks and. four rearing ponds with a 10 percent makeup
supply.
Two 230 gpm pumps will serve all rearing tanks, the raceways and twelve ponds
.with a 10 percent makeup supply.
Recycle pumps are sized so that any flow between 250 gpm and 7500 gpm can'be
achieved in increments of 250 gpm.
and the fact
The aspirator aerators are flow 'rate sensitive. Because of this,
filtration,
through
routed
main
common
a
that the supply-pumps deliver to
sterilization and heating, valves are provided at each of the supply aerators.
The incubation supply aerators are rated at 25 gpm , each, and the tank and
Valves should be opened-or
pond supply -aerators are rated at 115 gpm, each.
capacity.
closed to match pump
The recycle aerators branch off mains serving individual pumps, and generally
need no valves. Only the aerator line which, in part;f serves the raceways is
valved.
Flow control to the individual jars, tanks, ponds and raceways will be
achieved by adjusting inlet valves.
Flow Measurement and Recording
pump
All principal supply and recycle streams are measureable in terms of
individual
through
Flows
controllers.
rate-of-flow
of
outputs
capacities or
tanks, ponds, raceways and biofilters can be calibrated as a function of
overflow head on standpipies or weirs. The only frequent variable will be
the process water discharge which will be affected by the biofilter backwash
schedule., Therefore, only one special flow measuring and recording device
is pro .posed:- a parshall flume with attached float-wells (BIF Model 141, or
equal) and a float activiated flow transmitter (BIF Model 231-09, or equal),:
all located on the process water waste discharge line downstream of the clari
fier. An electric circuit will transmit a signal to a flow receiver located
in the hatchery office. This receiver (BIF Model 232, or equal) will'indicate,
record and totalize flow on a 12 inch diameter 24-hour chart.
Temperature

Control.

The process water heating system is capable of raising 700 gpm of 63 degree F
water to 80 degrees F. It is fuily adjustable and temperature controllable
Further, a bypass is provided to
within the flow range~of 25 to 700 gpm.
permit diverting a portion of the flow around the unit. This will avoid
wasting unnecessary heat on the brood stock raceways during the early hatch
ing period. The blending of the unheated Potable supply with the heated
Quarry supply provides further control capability.

The total enclosure of all rearing facilities will stabilize the effect
of the daily ambient temperature variations.
Temperature Measurement and Recording
Operating personnel should frequently check the water supply and delivery
temperatures using conventional immersion thermometers.
(;ontiiiuous measurement and recording of the temperature in each clearwell
is proposed as a system monitor. Provide vapor activated thermometers in
each clearwell and fixed recording thermometers with 12 inch diameter
24-hour charts in office.
Moeller, or equal.
Pressure Control
Except for lines containing water being pumped from supply or clearwells to
aerators, system pressures are completely controlled by free water surfaces.
Pressure Measurement and Recording
All free water surfaces may be readily observed and require no measurement
or recording.
Suctions and discharges of each pump shall be fitted with 2-1/2 inch diameter
vacuum or pressure gauges. Moeller Astro Gauge, or equal..

HATCHERY BUILDING
General
Proposed is a single low profile building to house rearing facilities, water
supply, pumping, pre-treatment (at Verplanck site), recirculation and process.
treatment equipment. Food storage and brine shrimp rearing rooms are provided,
along with mechanical and electrical rooms, a work shop with garage area, an
office and laboratory, a personnel lunch and locker room, a shower and rest
roo,ms. A visitors? foyer and viewing area is also included.
Structural Design
This section presents design crite ria, loads, stresses, assumptions, and
methods that will be used in preparing the structural design of the fish
hatchery facilities.
Design Criteria: All design will be based on accepted engineering practices
and, in general- will conform to the following engineering manuals:
AISC
of Steel Contruction
CRSI Design Handbook - Concrete Design - 1972
State Building Construction Code, New Y ork State
ACI Manual of Practice
and 1973.
-Manual

-1970

-1972

-1972

Assumed Material Weights:
Material
Water
Granular Fill
Dry
moist
Saturated
ConcreteSteel
Design Loads:
Dead Loads:

Unit Weight
(lbs/cu.ft.)
62.5
100
110
125
150
490

Structures shall be designed for, loads applied as follows:,
Actual weight of structure and appurtenances.

Live Loads: Live loads for buildings will be in accordance with New York
State Building Construction Code.
Structures subjected to vehicular loads will be designed according to the
standards of the American Association of-State Highway Officials.
Water Pressure: Triangular distribution of the static water pressure acting
normal to surfaces of structures.
Earth Pressure: Pressures conforming to CRSI Design Handbook will be used
with an assumed angle of internal friction of 33 degrees, 40 minutes using
the Rankine Formula for. earth pressure.
Hydrostatic' Uplift Pressure: Uplift pressures equal to full hydrostatic
head will be assumed to act on the entire base area of the submerged-structures
or any horizontal plane section above the base. A high ground water table of
Elevation 8 is assumed at the Verplanck site.
Seismic: The Uniform Building Code will be used for determining loads. The
site is located in seismic Zone 1. Allowable stresses will be increased 33
percent when considering seismic loads acting alone or in combination with
other loads.
Wind: New York State Building Construction Code will be used for determining
loads. The site is located in a 15 psf wind pressure zone. Allowable stresses
will be increased. 33.percent when considering wind loads acting alone or in
combination with other loads.
Basic-Design Stresses: The structural components of-the project will be.
designed in accordance with the New York State Building Construction Code
Requirements and the recommendation of applicable reference manuals, above.
Design, stresses will be as follows.:
Concrete: General1 design methods and specifications conform to the latest
revision of the American.Concrete Institute Building Code Requirements for
Reinforced Concrete. The unit working stresses for f'c = 3,000 psi are used.

Reinforcing Steel:* Steel, reinforcement design will be based on the latest
revision of the American Concrete Institute Building Code Requirements for
Reinforced Concrete.. Steel conforming to ASTh A-61S Standard of 40,000 psi
yield strength will be used. Details of steel reinforcement will be based
on ACI Manual of Concrete Practice.
Structural Steel: Working stresses, design methods, design of welds and
specifications governing the use of A-36 steel for structural steel design
conformin to AISC Manual of Steel Construction.. Major components arc not to
be designed for stresses higher than those appropriate to A-36 steel.
Structural Aluminum: Design criteria based on "Specifications for Aluminum
Structures, Nov. 1967".
Timber: Frame construction will be of Douglas Fir
Normal allowable stresses are as follows:
f

=

H-1=

q=
c.=

-Construction

Grade.

1,500 psi
85 psi
.390psi
1,200 psi

Soil Bearing Capacity: Pending detailed soils investigations, allowable bearing
capacities are 1,000 psf for dead plus live load.
Ponds, Tanks, Treatment Facilities and Building Structure: The interior walls
will be designed for maximum possible differential hydrostatic head. Outside
walls subject to backfill loading will be designed for at-rest pressure and
a one foot surcharge loading, for service vehicles. Design of interior walls
of treatment facilities will take into consideration loadings due to the
granular filter m,edia when applicable.
Building: Building design will be based on the criteria-set forth in the New
York State Building Construction Code, using design loads as shown in Section
C-304.
Outline Specifications
Frame:

Three hinged steel arch structure.

Roof System:

Sheet metal and urethane sandwich on structural steel purlins.

Exterior Walls: Dry-laid concrete block with Owens-Corning Fiberglas "Bloc
bond" surfacing on both sides. Bond beams and vertical grouted and reinforced
voids will provide structural integrity. Balance of voids to be filled with
vermiculite insulation.
Reinforced Concrete Construction: Floor and below grade structures as well
as mechanical end of buildin-gabove grade to be pour-in-place reinforced
concrete. Floor area around the biofilters and above the pipe gallery below
will be serrated safety galvanized steel grating and protected from vehicular
traffic by a six inch curb.

Doors: Pedestrian doors to be hollow metal,. both interior and exterior,
except that. main entrance door to be tempered plate glass. Vehicle doors*
to be metal overhead type.
Windws:
widow Extrio
to e dubl stengh gassholow eta frmes
s to be double strength glass, hollow metal frames.
wnte
WindwEterior
Partitions: Interio r partitions to be frame or lightweight masonry with,
hard, non-absorptive surface.
Ceilings: Ceilings in office and visitors area only to be suspended, with
accoustical tile.
Finishes:

Surface finishes shall be treated as follows:

Exterior.Walls:
painted..

Outside

unp ainted.

-textured,

Inside

'steel trowel finish concrete.
Operations Room: Floor
be painted with rust inhibiting paint.
Office and Visitors Area:
Food Stoihge Room:

Floor

Floor
-broom

-vinyl

-smooth

finish,

Structural steel to

asbestos tile.

finish concrete.

All walls and partitions, will be painted.
Drawings
Hatchery building plans are shown on Drawing Sheets 3, 7, 8 and,11; elevations
-on Sheet 9; and sections on Sheets 10 and 12.

FOOD STORAGE AND DEVELOPMENT
Dry Food Storage
A 26-foot by 28-foot room is provided for storing pelletized dry feed in sacks
on pallets. Storage capacity is 44,000 pounds.
Brine Shrimp Rearing
A 18-foot by 42-foot room is provided for hatching brine shrimp. This room
will be furnished with troughs along the walls and center aisle into which
are placed 140 five gallon hatching jars which will be supplied with a com
pres sed air supply. A work bench and sink will be furnished for preparing
brine, etc. , with storage space above and below..

B~rine shrimp hatching capacity is bascd on 3 tablespoons of brine shrimp eggs
per rearing tank of 100,000 larvae per day with a diversity factor of 2/3 of
all rearing tanks requiring this food at any one time. Three tablespoon units
ofi eggs arc to he hatched in 5 gallon containers over'a 2-1/2 day period.
'lTus, the number of containers is calculated to be
2/3 x 84 x 2.5
To hiold these containers,

.= 140.

nine 16-foot troughs are provided with space for

four additional troughs.
Outline Specifications

Troughs: Nine hatching troughs to be aluminum, 14 inches wide by 8 inches
deep by 16 feet long. Each trough will be supported by legs to 45 inch
laboratory table height, and have an overflow drain. Water will be supplied
for filling the troughs through standpipes from the floor. Troiughs to be
Neilsen Model No. 5-1103, or equal.
Jars: 'Brine shrimp hatching jars to be five gallon capacity, plasti c, trans
lucent, approved for food stoiage, U.S. Plastic Corp. No. 07007,, or equal.
Compressor: Air compressor to be 3/4 horsepower, 30 gallon tank mounted with
5 psig pressure regulator, 3 acfm, Devilbiss Compressor and Storage Tank,
UDlK-S030, or equal. Charcoal filter to be provided at storage tank outlet.

MEC HAN ICAL SYSTEMS

General
A conventional air conditioning system as applied to a commerical structure or
process absorbs heat from that structure or process and rejects that heat to a
sump, generally, the atmosphere. The heat rejected to the sump exceeds the heat
absorbed by a factor equal to the amount of energy expended in affecting the
heat transfer. It stands to reason that the same process can be reversed and
used to heat a structure or process if an unlimited heat source were available.
This is the basic theory behind the selection of a reverse chilling (or "heat
pump") system for providing the required process and space heating for this
facility.
All of the process water heating load and a portion of the building space heat
ing will be provided by two electric motor driven centrifugal water chillers
using the Hudson River as a heat source and, in effect, cooling the river water.
Chilled water for summer air conditioning will be a by-product of the process
heating function.
The only exceptions to this will be:
I.

Where water temperatures in excess of 110 degrees F are required, such as
for domestic water, in which case an electric water heater will be used.

2..

When the temperature of the water in the Hudson River drops below 42
degrees F, in which case, an electric boiler will be used to provide the
necessary additional heat.

In developing the reverse cooling system for this facility, some basic
assumptions were made in order to provide reasonably valid comparisons
with a conventional system., These are:
1.

A supply water temperature from the Quarry of 63 degrees F.

2.

A maximumi rearing temperature of 80 degrees F.

As the design is refined, it may be found that either one or both of these
assumptions is in error . A variation of one degree F in the difference
bet ween these two temperatures will make a difference of approximately 25
tons of chiller capacity.
Process Heating
The major portion of the process heating load will be provided by a machine
developing approximately 550 tons of refrigeration and rejecting 8,200,000 Btu
per hour of heat. This machine will be used during the rearing season only..
The smaller machine, developing approximately 100 tons of refrigeration while
rejecting 1,500,000 Btu per hour of heat will provide winter heating of the
st,ructures, as well as supplemental summer process heat. This machine,
through the addition of a secondary closed chilled water loop, can also provide
chilled water for air-conditioning in the office areas.
Space Heating, Ventilating, and Air-Conditioning
Operations Area: Hot water unit heaters using hot wa 'tergenerated by the small
chiller will provide the needed heat while roof-mounted exhaust fans controlled
by space humidity will provide ventilation. A minimum 45 degree F space temper
ature will be maintained.
Office Areas:
Year-round heating and air-conditioning will be provided by a
multi-zone unit. Both hot and chilled water from the small chiller will give
the necessary control and maintain space temperature of 68 degrees F to 75
degrees P.
Alternate System Comparison
The alternate system studied for comparison is an elec 'tric boiler system where
direct electric resistance coils immersed in the water provide the heat re
quired for process and space heating.
A schematic comparison of the two systems follows.
It can be readily seen
that the proposed reverse chiller system has an electrical energy input of
only a fraction of the resistance boiler system.
An analysis of the operating cost of the reverse chiller system is very diffi
cult. As the river water temperature increases and approaches the process
water temperature, the efficiency of the machine increases.
The ratio of the
heating effect divided by the energy input, a factor called the coefficient
of performance of a system, varies from 4.2 for the small machine during
winter operation to 7.4 for the large machine during summer operation. A
heating coefficient of performance of above 4.0 is considered ideal.
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Trhe calculated yearly energy cost of the reverse chiller system, including.
pumping and auxiliaries is $195,000. The corresponding yearly operating
cost for the electric boiler system is $460,000. Although actual conditions
which vary from assumed conditions may be encountered and may change these
figures significantly, the same percentage deviation should apply to both,
so the main consideration should be the large differential.
Outline Specifications, HVAC
Electric motor driven centrifugal water chiller, Carrier Model
Chiller #1:
or approved; with ferrous steel condenser tubes, copper
Trane,
l9EA,
nickel chiller tubes.
Chiller #2: Electric motor driven centrifugal water chiller, Carrier Model
19 DG, Trane, or approved; with ferrous steel condensing tubes, copper
nickel chiller tubes.
Electric Boiler:

Resistance-type with controls;

Coates, National or approved.

Unit lheaters: Trane Model P projection heaters with water coil, propeller fan,
vertical discharge.
Office Heating and Air-Conditioning: Carrier Model 39E fan systems with hot
water heating coil, chilled water cooling coil, zone damper section, filter
and drain pan.
Circulating Pumps: Base-mounted, centrifugal, end suction or horizontal
split case, with stainless steel internals as required.
Plumbing
The plumbing systems will include the following:
Roof drainage from gutters through downspouts to splash blocks.
Floor drainage system for washdown operations in the mechanical room,
rest rooms, .work shop, food storage, and brine shrimp rearing room.
All to be drained to sewage pump sump.
Domestic hot and cold water supply to all fixtures.
Sanitary sump with duplex sewage pump to new septic tank and drainfield.
Outline Specifications, Plumbing
Lavatories:
Service Sink:
back.

Porcelain enameled, cast iron wall-hung units.
Porcelain enameled,

cast iron,

roll rim, with 12 inch high

Water Closets:

Vitreous china, siphon jet wall hung elongated closets.

Drinking Fountains:
Water Heater:

Wall hung, refrigerated.

80 gallon, insulated glass lined electric.

shields and
Urinal: Vitreous china, individual wall hung with extended
with 3/4 inch flush valves and 2 inch back spud.
Showcr:

36 inch by 36 inch fiberglass.

goose-neck spout,
Laboratory Sinks.; 19 inch by 16 inch stainless steel with
storage room, and
counter mounted, one each in laboratory, lunch room, jar
brine shrimp rearing room.
with 60 inch
Sewage PUMP: Duplex, automatic, mercury switch controlled
motors, Aurora Model
diameter by 60 inch deep steel sump, 1-1/2 horsepower
4x4x7 Series 630, or equal.
Septic Tank:
Drainfield:

750 gallon precast concrete.
Perforated asbestos cement-pipe in gravel-filled trenches.

Drawings
and 11. Plumbing
Mechanical Room layout is indicated on Drawing Sheets 7
and
air-conditioning
fixtures are indicated on Sheets 8 and 18. Heating,
ventilation is indicated on Sheet 19.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
General
for hatchery
A three phase power distribution system shall be provided
motors, and
heating,
electric
be
electrical loads. Major power loads will
control systems
pump
automatic
and
lighting. Fish feeding, process monitoring
in the
described
are
systems
and
shall also be provided. These functions
paragraphs below.

Power Supply
and a padmount dis
The Utility shall provide a primary transmission system
for motor and heat
tribution transformer. Secondary voltage shall be 277/480
phase, four wire,
ing lo.ads. Lighter loads shall be fed by a 120/208 three
dry type transformer, furnished by Owner.
a C.T. and
The secondary conductors from the transformer will pass through
will then be
metering can and then enter'a terminal can. The secondary
systems. Each dis
broken down into two separate and distinct distribution
load. If one
tribution system will carry approximately half of the hatchery
unaffected.,
system should be disabled or destroyed, the other will be

The two service entrance cubicles will each contain a high pressure
contact fused switch. The fuses will be Class L current limiting fuses.
This particular fuse has an extremely fast clearing time of .0015 seconds
under bolted fault conditions. Since damage due to a fault is a function
of time,,it will either be extremely limited or nearly non-existent.
This type of
A potentially more serious problem is an arcing ground fault.
blow the fuse
always
not
does
but
damage
thermal
fault produces considerable
will be
switches
main
two
the
of
Each
nature.
because of its intermittent
opens
automatically
which
protector
fault
ground
equipped with an electronic
detector
The
detected.
is
fault
ground
a
when
switch
main
the appropriate
has both magnitude and duration adjustments to prevent nuisance tripping on
minor faults.
If the main switch should open, the emergency generator will not start. Since
a main switch is automatically opened only by a fault, there is no point in
starting the generator set and connecting it to the fault. A by-pass switch
on the engine generator automatic transfer switch will permit the generator
to be placed on line even though utility power is available. This will
permit maintenance on the dead portion of the switch gear.
Emergency Power
In the event of a power failure at the line side of the main switch, a 450 kw
diesel engine generator set will automatically start and provide power to
essential loads. All non-essential loads will be automatically disconnected
from the line.. Essential loads will be fish life support systems, process
monitoring, and minimal lighting. Process water heating will be reduced up to
80'percent.
Electrical Loads
The connected electrical load will be approximately 1200 kw. Since rearing of
the fish will occur only during the warmer months of the year, the space heat
ing load will be essentially non-coincident with the water heating load. A
1000 kva Utility furnished transformer will be adequate for the step down to
480 volts. Listed below is a summary of the connected loads.
Pumping
Water & Space Heating
Lighting
Misc.

400
600
150
50

kva
kva
kw
kw

1200 kw
The following table illustrates the anticipated energy consumption in
megawatt-hours during the year.
May
June
July
'Aug.
Sept.
Oct
Nov. - Apr.

367
362
502
523
54
612
588

mwh
mwh
mwh
mwh
nwh
mwh
niwh

Lighting Systems,
Interior Lighting: Interior lighting will be provided by fluorescent and
incandescent fixtures. Lighting levels will be in accordance with standards
.published by the Illuminating Engineers Society. Fluorescent lighting will
be provided because of its efficiency and desirable illumination character
istics, and incandescent fixtures will be utilized in hatching and rearing
areas. Fluorescent lamps provide considerable energy in the ultra-violet
portion of the lighting spectrum and these wave lengths may kill or injure
eggs and young fish. Illumination levels will be as indicated below:
Offices
Electric Room
Mechanical Room
Rearing
Rest Rooms
Pump Room
Visitors
Laboratory
Lunch Room
Storage
Work Shop
Jar Storage

80
30
30
30
20
30
50
100
40
15
30
25

footcandles
footcandles
footcandles
footcandles
footcandles
footcandles.
footcandles
footcandles
footcandles
footcandles
footcandles
footcandles.

Exterior Lighting: High efficiency mercury or metal halide luminares will
provide security and roadway lighting. Average illumination levels will be
between .8 and 3 footcandles. Exterior lighting will be photo cell controlled.
Control Wiring
Operation of all primary supply and recirculation pumps shall be monitored by
an alarm system. The failure of a pump shall activate an alarm bell. After
normal operating hours, an electronic dialer will call a pre-selected phone
number and Play a recording which will indicate a problem at the hatchery..
All primary supply and'recirculation pumps shall be manually started. Once
started, the failure of any pump shall cause the appropriate standby, or
combination of standbys to be energized.
Drawings
An electrical one-line diagram is shown on Drawing Sheet 17.

LABORATORY
A laboratory will be furnished for only minimal testing facilities. It is
anticipated that the existing laboratory building at the Verplanck site is
available for more extensive testing that is needed. The space allotted for
the laboratory is 56 square feet adjoining the operations room and office.
The laboratory will be plumbed and wired for the use of testing and laboratory
equipment. Counters, a laboratory sink and a microscope cabinet will be provided.
In the event the hatchery site is located at an alternate location, it
will be necessary to provide enlarged laboratory space which is available..

VISITORS' FACILITIES
Visitors' parking will be located on the east side of the building with
entrance to the hatchery building in the southeast east corner. The visitors'
area will have window space 'overlooking the, operations portion of the build
ing and have limited access to the rearing tank area. The superintendent's
office, lunch room, and rest rooms will adjoin the visitors' area. Space is
available for displays in the 530 square-foot foyer, circulation and visitors'
viewing area.

OPERATING PERSONNEL FACILITIES
Facilities include a 360 square-foot office, with a relite for viewing the
operations area. A door provides access to the operations floor via the
laboratory room adjoining.
A 375 square-foot lunch and locker room is.provided with a small counter and
sink for utility purposes. Adjoining this is a 75 square-foot show room.
Rest rooms cover 340 square feet. and are-provided with double door entrances.
The above mentioned areas and the laboratory and the visitors' foyer are
air conditioned and heated, with suspended ceilings.
The workshop area covers 585 square feet and is equipped with a work bench. A
12-foot wide drive-through area will provide garage area if needed. Storage
for the fish pump and grader is provided in this room.
A 565 square-foot enclosed area is provided for hatching jar and miscellaneous
storage. Shelving is pro vided for the jars. Space for winter-time boat
storage is available in this room.

HATCHERY PERSONNEL AND OPERATIONS
Staff personnel for operations and maintenance of this hatchery would be as
follows:
1
1
2
1
3

Hatchery Manager
Assistant Manager
Fish Culturalists
Maintenance Man
Temporary Personnel

Salary:'
Salary:
Salary:
Salary::
Wages:

$20,000.00/yr
17,000.00/yr.
12,000.00/yr. each.
151,000.00/yr.
5.00/hr.

In developing annual operating costs, the foregoing salaries and wages are
increased by 25 percent to allow for payroll and administrative costs. The.
salaried personnel are considered permanent positions. Temporary personnel
will be utilized only during the hatching months.

BASES FOR COSTS
Construction Costs.
The construction cost estimate is based on New York City costs in December
1974.. At that time the Engineering News Record Construction Cost Index is
forecast to be 2132 for the U.S. average and 2672 for New York City. With
these bases,,it is believed that the estimate can be readily adjusted to suit
the actual construction schedule.
Material and equipment costs are. Ibased on current price lists or manufacturers'
quotes, FOB New York.
Contingencies are provided and identified to allow for uncertainties appropri
ate to the preliminary nature of this study.
it is understood that there is a unique construction cost differential between
Verplanck and Cornwall. Because of the unusual nature of this differential,
cost estimates herein do not take this into account. Since the Client has
on-going work at both locations, he should be more sensitive to the magnitude
of this differential and should be able to adjust the estimates accordingly.
Engineering
preparation
included is
struction.

fees provided in the construction cost estimate are for final
of plans and specifications after completion of this study. Also
full time inspection by an engineer's representative during con
Engineering fees conform to the ASCE Manual No. 45.

Personnel Costs
As indicated in previous section, increased by 25 percent for payroll and
administrative costs.
PotabeWater SuplyCos
Current Town of Cortlandt Water Rates:
First
5000
Second
.5000
Third
5000
Fourth
5000
Additional

cubic
cubic
cubic
cubic

feet
feet
feet
feet

$0.55
0.46
0.44
0.42
0.40

per
per
per
per
per

100
100
100
100
100

cubic
cubic
cubic
cubic
cubic

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

Electric Power Costs
Current Westchester SC No. 9 Rate:
Demand:
10, 000 kw
First
Additional

Nov.
$6.36
4.89

Service:
3,000
First
.147,000
Next
300,000
Next
1,050,000
Next
1,500,000
Next
Additional

$0. 0276
0.0209
0.0190
0.0171
0.0152
0.0140

kwh
kwh,
kwh
kwh
kwh

Fuel Adjustment Charge:
Revenue Tax:

June

-May

per
per
per
per
per
per

-

$ 6.96

per
per

5.49

Oct.
per kw
per kw

kwh
kwh
kwh
kwh
kwh
kwh

$0.018434 per kwh
6.1%

Heating Costs
Presume maintenance year-round of office, personnel and visitors' areas at
68 degrees F minimum; other areas at 45 degrees F minimum.
Maintenance and Repair Costs
Estimated at annual cost of 1.0 percent of capital cost.
Fish Food Costs
Brine Shrimp
Dry Food

$25.00 per
30.00 per

#10 can
cwt.

Costs Related to Investment
Annual'Revenue Requirements for Repayment of Investment (including
return on investment at 8 percent and 30 year average life): 0.0888
times investment cost.
Ad valorem taxes and insurance:

of investment cost.
axe an inurace:
aloempercent
Ad3.5

CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Estimate Summary

Estimated Cost
Contingency
Subtotal

$2,496,000
624,000
$3, 120,000

C.C.I. Ratio (.25)

780,000

Basic Construction Cost

$3,900,000

Engineering

250,000

TOTAL COST VERPLANCK

$4,150,000

TOTAL COST CORNWALL
with Hudson River
Water Pretreatment

$4,500,000

TOTAL COST INDIAN POINT
with Hudson River Water
Pretreatment, and Dock

$4,525,000

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY

UNIT

UNIT
COST

TOTAL

SITE WORK
Gcne ralI
Mobilization, Clearing, Moving Struct.
Grading &TLandscaping

L.S.
L.S.

$ L. S.

$ 78,000

L.S.

12,000

Roadways &TParking
Sub-Grade Preparation
Concrete Curb
Crush Stone Base
Asphalt Pavement
Sidewalk
Chain Link-Fence
Drainage

2,600
100.
450
300
230
120
L.S.

S.Y.
L.F.
C.Y.
Tons
S.Y.
L.F.

1.00
3.00
8.00
30.00
10.00
10.00
L.S.

2,600
300
3,600
9,000
2,300
1,200
13,000

1,600
2
2
1
2
2
2
150
1
1

L.F.
EA.
EA.
EA.
EA.
EA.
EA.
L.F.
EA.
EA.

6.00
500.00
100.00
.100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
4.00
100.00
100.00

9,600
1,000
200
100
200
200
200
600
100
100

L.S.
100
L.S.

L.F.

L.S.
15.00
L.S.

5,000
500
4,000

4,400
40,000
2,600

S.F.
S.F.
S.F.

23.00
15.00
44.00

101,000
600,000
114,500

UTILITIES
Water System
6"' Asbestos Cement Main
fire Hydrants
6"1 Tee
6"
6"'

-

900

-

450

6"1
6"
3"
8"
6"

1-1/40 Bend
x 3" Reducer
Steel Main
x 6" Reducer
Lateral

Bend
Bend

Sewer System
Sewage Pump

4"1 PVC Press. Pipe
Septic Tank &TDrainfield
HATCHERY 'BUILDING
Building Structure
Offices &.Services
Operations
Mechanical &TAeration
Electrical
Lighting
Standby Generator
Pumps &TControls
Miscellaneous

L.S.
L.S.
L.S.
L.S.

L.S.
L.S.
L.S.
L.S.

29,000
62,000
42,000
22,000

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY

UNIT

UNIT
cost

TOTAL

IIATCIIIERY BUILDING
Mechan ical
Hecating,

Vent.

,

lint Water

P'lumibing

L.S.
L.S.

L.S.
L.S.

$29o,000
41,000

1:1511 CULTURE FACILITIES
Brine Shrimp_ Hatchery Jars

140

'EA.

8.00

1,100

9

EA.

500.00

4,5 00

Brine Shrimp Troughs
Broodstock Raceway

L.S.

L.S.

Sorting Troughs

L. S.

L.S.

16,000
1,00.0

Incubation
25.00
85.00
50.00

3,750
7, 100
4,200

Rearing Tanks

1,250.00

105,000

Rearing Ponds

5,000.00

100,000

[latching Jars
Water Supply Headers
Jar Racks.

Feeders
Brine Shrimp
Rearing Tank
Rearing Ponds
Controls
Biofilters.
.Recycle

;4
14
!0

EA.
EA.
EA.

150.00
125.00
450.00
L.S.

12,600
10,500
9,000
6,000

8

EA.

41,000.00

328,000,

L.S.
6.00

29,000.
1,350

L.S.

Aeration

Aerators
oyster Shell

L.S.
225

C. F.

Backwash Pumps

2

EA.

1,300 .00

2,600

Biofilter Blowdown Pumps

2

EA.

1,750.00

3,500

EA.
EA.
EA.

1,300.00
1,700.00
2,200.00

5,200
6,800.
13,200

Aerator Supply Pumps
250 GPM
500 6PM
1000 GPM

DESCRIPTION

QUANT ITY

UNIT

UNIT
COST

TOTAL

FISH.CULTURE FACILITIES
Piping

2-1/ 2"
2"1
1-1/2"
1-1/4"
.It,
3/4"

234
64
303
192
554
340
3,360
928
1,309
11
664
517
36
60
50
400
1,300
600

L.F.$
LF.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L..F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.
L.F.

38.00
35.00
32.00
30.00
28.00
25.00
201.00
18.00
11.00
9.00
7.00
6.00
5.50
5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.50

$

8,900
2,200
9,700
5,800
15,500
8,500
67,200
16, 700
14,400
100
4,600
3,100
200
300
200
1,200
12,600
900

WATER SUPPLY
Quarry Supply
Supply Pumps
Supply Pumps
Cartridge Filters
Ultra-Violet

EA.
EA.
L.S.
L.S.

1,300.00
1,200.00
L.S.
L.S.

21,000

Activated Carbon Filters

L.S.

.L.S.

19,500

Aerators

L.S.

L.S.

9,000

1,250.00

2,500

L.S.

L.S.

3,000

Clarifier

L.S.

L.S.

46,000

Sludge Pump

L.S.

L.S.

1,000

Aerobic Digester

L.S.

L.S.

36,000

5,200
2,400

City Supply

Rate of Flow Controllers
Flow &,Temp. Record Equip.

2

EA.

WASTE WATER TREATMENT

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY

UNIT
COST

UNIT

TOTAL

FISH- HANDLING
Fish Pump &.Grader

L.S.

1-1/2 Ton Truck

L.S.

Forklift

$

L.S.. $ 5,000
L.S.

7,0 00

L.S.

11,500

L.S.

22,000

L.S.

1,1 00

L.S.
Boat
L.S.
Boat Trailer
TOTAL

$2,496,000

HUDSON RIVER WATER PRETREATMENT
(Including contingency, CCI factor and engineering)
TOTAL

$350,000

INDIAN POINT DOCK
(Including contingency, CCI factor and emgineering)
TOTAL

$ 25,000

ANNUAL OPERATING COST

Personnel
Manager
Assistanit Manager
Tcehn ixci ans (13 i oi-hein ) (2)
Mai 11tenalice

$

25,000
21, 250

30,000
18, 750
4,000

Labor (Seasonal)

$ 99,000
Hatchery Operation
Hatchery Building &iMechanical Equip.
Maintenance & Repair

41,500

$ 41,500
Exterior Grounds
Landscape Maintenenace

-$50/mo.

300

$ 300
Tran sportat ion,
Truck
mi. @ $.20/mile
Boat
hr @ $6.00/hr
Forklift
-12000

-300

2,400
1,800
200

$ .4,400
Fish Culture
Brine Shrimp Feed
Dry Feed
Antiseptic &jAntibiotic
Lab Commodities

2,000
19,500
200
100

$ 21,800
Utilities
Portable Water.
Sanitation (Lift Pump)
Telephone $20/mo
Electric Power, Heat & Lights

3,000
.60
240
195,000
$198,300

Management
Office Supplies
Legal & Accounting Fees

500
1,200

$

1,700

ANNUAL OPERATING COST (Continued)

Revenue Requirements
Repayment of Investment, Taxes
Insurance

$513, 800
$513,800

Printed Matter, Advertisements, Tours

$

1,200

$

$882,000

TOTAL ANNUAL COST

ANNUAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Truck
Boat
TOTAL

1,200

-

GASOLINE

12,000 nii @ 5 mi/gal

-

2,400 gal

300 hr @ 4 gal/hr

-

1,200

TTAL3,600 gal

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE
January 1, 1975,

Delivery of Feasibility Study:

Delivery of 1975 Research Report:

December 1, 1975.

Authorization for Preparation of Final Plans and Specifications
Delivery of Final Plans and Specifications:
Construction Bid Advertisement:
Opening of Construction Bids:
Construction Contract Award:
Construction Completion:
schedules at that time.

Day 0.

Day 120.

Day 150.
Day 180.

Day 195

Day 500 to 720 depending upon material and delivery

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

-

EXTENSIVE REARING

Extensive rearing programs for striped bass were developed at Edenton National
Fish Hatchery in 1964 and much work has followed this lead. Intensive rearing,
which has proven so successful with the salmonid species, has enjoyed much less
attention. Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc. has been in the fore
front of this work with sponsored research at.Verplanck, New York, Carbondale,
Illinois, and elsewhere. Others involved in similar work include Mcllwain at
Ocean.Springs, Mississippi and Rhodes and Mariner at Glouster Point, Virginia.
All are principally concerned with the same phenomena: the, catastrophic die
off between the third and fifth week.
The proposed 1975 program at Southern Illinois University would attack this
problem on several unique fronts:
11.
2.
3.
4.

The use of filtered, sterilized water;
Tank water velocity control;
The use of an upflow system; and
Experimentation with various rearing temperatures.

In the unlikely event that this, and all other coincident research into inten
sive rearing procedures prove fruitless, an extensive rearing programIcould
be initiated for the Hudson River race.
A preliminary estimate of the capital costs of such a program can be made on
the basis of stocking ponds at the rate of 100,000 fry per acre and assuming a
relatively high rate of recovery of 10 percent. Thuis, to produce 1.5 million
fingerlings at 40 per pound, 15 million fry would be planted in 150 acres of
ponds. To provide access to the ponds and space for ancilliary facilities",,
a t'ract with gross acreage approximating 200 would be required. Capital
costs may be extimated at:
Land

$

@$2,500. per gross acre =
$1,500. per gross acre =
@ $2,000. per gross acre. =

$ 300,000
$ 400,000

=

$3,300,000

Cleaing@
Roads
Ponds, Piping, Fenc
@ $22,000. per net acre
ing &TLighting
Administration, incu
bation, water supply
&Twaste treatment &T
fish handling equip
ment

500,000

$,0,0
$5,200,000

Contingencies
Engineering
TOTAL

1,300,000
350,000
$7,350,000

Or, approximately 3.2 million dollars more than a comparable intensive rearing
facility.

Annual operating costs would be more labor, transportation, and capital
intensive, with substantial savings in power and fish food. The costs may
be estimated as follows:
Personnel
Mechanical Equip.
Hatchery Building
Exterior Grounds
Transportation
Fish Culture
Utilities
Management
Revenue Requirements
Public Relations
TOTAL

$ 120,000
12,000
40,000
10,000
1 ,200

12,000
1,700
909,900
1,200
$1,108,000

To fairly compare the foregoing to the annual operating costs for the intensive
facility, it should be recognized that it would be impossible to maintain
temperature contol in the extensive facility. The fair comparison, then, is to
an intensive facility without-process water heating for which the annual operat
ing, cost would be about $700,000.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Based on the 1974 work, it is our conclusion that the most economical method
of rearing 1.5 million striped bass fingerlings annually would be the con
struction of a fish hatchery designed as ani intensive culture facility. It
1 recommended that the preparation of construction plans and specifications
follow the rearing studies outlined for the 1975 research program.
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